Nikkalite® Fluorescent Yellow Green Battenburg Kit Options
Introduction
Rennicks now offer two performance levels of Nikkalite® retroreflective sheetings for fleet managers to consider
when specifying battenburg liveries:
 High conspicuity microprismatic sheeting 92844 offering 10* years’ warranty
 Mid-range conspicuity glass bead sheeting 8594 offering up to 5 years’ expected performance life
Nikkalite® Flexible Crystal grade 92844 offers the highest performance in terms of conspicuity,
retroreflectivity and durability. Crystal grade is designed to be used where high-conspicuity livery schemes are
required for both motorway and urban patrol vehicles.
Nikkalite Flexible Crystal Grade offers very high retroreflectivity making the vehicle very conspicuous to
other road users during the hours of darkness.
 Nikkalite Flexible Crystal Grade complies with the HOSDB (previously PSDB) High Conspicuity Livery
for Police Vehicles which recommends the minimum performance for Battenburg liveries.


Nikkalite® Flexible Engineering grade 8594
For other vehicle types where the highest performing sheetings are not critical we now offer a mid-range
conspicuity sheeting, consisting of glass beads embedded within a transparent film that is bright, durable,
flexible and impact resistant.
*Performance life
Nikkalite® Flexible Crystal grade
Warranted life when processed by Gold Converter, applied in line with NCI
procedures & exposed vertically, Terms and Conditions apply.
For kits processed by all other Converters, see Terms and Conditions.
Nikkalite® Flexible Engineering grade 8594
FEG fluorescent yellow green can be expected to have a useful working life up to 5 years.
Reliability of information
All recommendations and technical information contained herein are based on experience and tests, which the
manufacturer believes to be reliable, but their accuracy and completion are not warranted. The user is cautioned to
undertake tests to determine the suitability of a particular product for the intended application.
Warranty
Nikkalite® & Hi-S Cal® products are warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship at the time of their
sale.
Subject to paragraph two hereof, Nikkalite® & Hi-S Cal® products are sold without any warranty whatsoever, including
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The sole remedy for failure of Nikkalite® & Hi-S Cal®
products to conform to said warranty is the replacement of the defective products; neither the manufacturer nor the seller
shall be liable for any loss, damage or injury, direct or indirect, consequential or incidental, arising from the use of or
inability to use said products.
Nikkalite® & Hi-S Cal® products sold in the United Kingdom are sold with a warranty subject to the Warranty Agreement
between Rennicks (UK) Limited, Nippon Carbide Industries Inc., and the sheeting converter.
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